
METHODOLOGY
At Luth Research, we believe in connecting the minds and voices of people in finding the way 

forward during this challenging time. This week we are sharing insights from our community of 

panelists regarding the protests taking place over the last two weeks. This week’s insights were 

collected Wednesday, June 10, 2020 and are based on a sample of N=305 weighted to the 

demographics of the U.S. online population. 
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What is your position 
on the current protests 
following the death of 
George Floyd?

Most stand in support of the 
protests following the death of 
George Floyd. 

People aged 44 and younger and 
households with incomes over $100K 
are the most likely to support the 
protests. 

Older generations (55+) are more 
likely to take a stance against them.

Democrats were the most likely to 
stand in support of the protests, while 
Republicans were the least likely. 

Those aged 44 and under were the 
most likely to be in support of the 
protests, while those 55+ were more 
likely to take a stance against them. 

There were no major gender 
differences on the stance for 
protests, both had majority support.

Southerners were the most likely to 
take a neutral stand, while Westerners 
were more likely to stand in support of 
the protest.

Those making over 100k were most 
likely to stand in support of the 
protests.

19%

28%

54%
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I take a stand against the
protests

I take a neutral stand,
staying out of the current

events

I take a stand in support
of the protests

Public Position on Protests
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73%

27%

Yes, there is an influence on
my voting decision
No influence on my voting
decision

Protest Influence on Voting Decision and Types of Changes

Protest Influence on Voting Decision

72%

17%

5% 4% 6%

I stay more firm with the candidates I’m going 
to vote for
The protests changed whom I’m going to vote 
for
I was registered to vote before, but have now
decided not to vote
I was not registered to vote before, but have
now decided to register to vote
Other

Type of Voting Change

While a majority feel that the protest 
has no impact on their voting decision, 
27% feel they do.

Among those influenced by the 
protests, many are firmer with the 
candidates they plan to elect.

Those few that selected "other” are 
undecided or planning to vote 
differently locally instead of 
nationally.

Which of the following 
describes the influence 
the current protests 
have on your voting 
decision this 
November?
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Those 44 and under were more likely 
to change who they plan to vote for 
while those aged 65+ were likely to 
stand firmer with their candidates.

There were no major differences 
between men and women.

Midwesterners were the most likely to 
stand firmer with the candidates that 
they had planned to vote for.

Those making over 100k were more likely 
to stand firmer with the candidates that 
they had planned to vote for.

4% 5%

17%

72%

14%

79%

29%
33%

I was not registered to vote
before, but have now decided

to register to vote

I was registered to vote before,
but have now decided not to

vote

The protests changed whom I’m 
going to vote for

I stay more firm with the 
candidates I’m going to vote for

Types of Voting Changes
Total Republican Democrat Independent Something else

Which of the following 
describes the influence 
the current protests 
have on your voting 
decision this 
November?
Among the respondents influenced by 
the protests, those that self-identified 
as “something else” are the most 
likely to register to vote as a result 
of the current events (33%), 
significantly higher than the overall 
total and other major political 
parties.

Republicans are most likely to stand 
firmer with the candidate they plan to 
vote for, while 14% have now 
decided not to vote. Independents 
(29%) are more likely to change who 
they plan to vote for.
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42%

49%

9%

Brands and businesses should
stand for the protests
Brands and businesses should
take a neutral stand
Brands and businesses should
stand against the protests

There are split views on whether 
brands and businesses should take a 
stance on the protests, with roughly 
half feeling they should remain 
neutral, while 42% would like to 
see a public stance in support.

Democrats were most likely to expect 
brands to take a stand, while more 
Republicans support a neutral stance.

Women are more likely to expect 
brands and businesses to take a 
stand in support, while men are more 
likely to support neutrality.

People aged 44 and under were more 
likely to support a stance in support of 
the political demand behind the protests.

Women were more likely to expect brands 
and businesses to take a stand in support, 
while men supported a neutral stance.

Southerners were the most likely to feel 
brands and businesses should take a 
neutral stand.

People with HH incomes under $50K were 
most likely to want a neutral stance; those 
100k+ were more likely to want support.

Public Views on Brand and Business Stance on ProtestsWhich of the following 
positions do you think 
brands and businesses 
should take in the 
current events?
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Those in support of brands and 
businesses taking a stand feel they 
should make a public statement 
against systemic racial inequality.  
They also suggest providing donations  
to community programs and minority 
businesses to make an impact locally.

Businesses are encouraged to speak 
out and create an open dialogue for 
diversity education and awareness to 
lead by example. 

Internally, people want businesses to 
self-examine and implement internal 
corporate policies and procedures that 
address the issue of discrimination  
and prejudice toward minorities as 
well as inclusive hiring practices.

“They need to donate money to charities to help 
with the cause.”

“They should make clear statements. They shouldn't 
necessarily monetize the issue. I think donations to 
causes are good; I also think they can make 
internal policies to address ways they can 
support minorities in their ranks.”

“They should make an outward effort to understand 
the plight of black and brown customers. Talk to 
them and listen to what they say.”

“They should support minority businesses.”

“Express their support in writing, make a 
monetary donation, and do whatever is necessary 
to assure their workers are able to express their 
feelings.”

“They need to support their community as the 
community supports them. Companies need to 
educate their employees at all levels. The main 
thing is follow-through, don't just say it, mean it and 
live it. The best way to lead and teach is through 
example!”

“Increase funding to local communities (small 
businesses, health centers, youth programs, food 
pantries, job/tech training, etc.). Increase funding 
to teachers, students and their local school 
districts. Grants for youth and entrepreneurs.”

“Commit to racial diversity in their employment 
practices. Don't tolerate racism from anyone 
employed at or representing their business. Give 
funds to groups/fundraisers supporting the 
protests & the need for change in their local police 
departments.”

“Equal rights should be incorporated in all their 
internal corporate policies and procedures. They 
need to self-examine where and how they can 
create dialogue and improvement.”

“Support Black organizations in public financially.”

“Recognize the social issues at hand & support 
protestors who are speaking up against the 
injustices.”

“Issue statements of support for Black Lives 
Matter and condemning racism.”

What should brands
and businesses do to 
take a stand? 

“Take a stand against racism.”

“Help work with congress to pass and enforce 
equitable bills; work in their communities to 
provide more equal opportunities.”

“Make sure they are inclusive in their hiring 
practices and give Black Americans 
opportunities…”

“Refer to their commitments to equal treatment 
for everybody, in their advertisements.”


